Problems of mineral raw material losses of quality and quantity management in developing of large-scale complex-structure deposits.
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Abstract. The article deals with the problems of mineral raw material losses of quality and quantity management in developing of large-scale complex-structure and composition deposits of solid minerals. It is shown that a very high degree of mining and geological conditions variability in time and space for the development of mining units is typical for such deposits. This significantly complicates the qualitative and quantitative operating losses setting and accounting of mineral raw materials during its extraction in the framework of existing general and industry regulatory documents. Conceptual principles for face-by-face operational setting of losses and impoverishment of minerals for the conditions of bulk mining of complex-structure deposits with the formation of gross mining flow with economically feasible and specified level of quality (the content of commercial and harmful components) are stated. These principles generally do not contradict effective instructions main provisions and are made to minimize the total operating losses during the processing of several mine sections (faces). Key words: mining and geological conditions, mining unit, losses, impoverishment, mining flow, setting, efficiency.

1. Introduction

From the point of view of an economically feasible and environmentally acceptable level of mineral raw material qualitative and quantitative losses, the problems related to planning and organizing mining operations are exacerbated during the exploitation of large-scale complex-structure deposits of solid minerals.

Extremely high diversity and variability of the internal (natural, mining and geological and other operational conditions) and external (market conditions, variability of prices for goods, services, etc.) environment [1, 2, etc.] – main reason for problems exacerbation. It is necessary to simultaneously use the various technologies, development systems and their elements during such deposits exploitation. This significantly complicates the setting and accounting for the solid minerals qualitative and quantitative losses.

Without dwelling on influence of the external environment variability on impoverishment and losses standard ratios technical-economic justification and efficiency of the mining enterprise as a whole, let's look at the effect of mining and geological conditions aggregate of field operation, in particular, the process of normalization of operational qualitative and quantitative losses of minerals on open-cast mines.
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2. Materials and techniques

The whole aggregate of mining and geological conditions (the thickness of productive bodies, dip angles and extent, useful and harmful components content, adjacent-and-ores-formation stability and strength, high-amplitude geological disturbances, etc.) also changes as each extraction ledge (face) moves. The situation is aggravated by the high variability, inadequate texture and detection accuracy in the process of detailed exploration and advanced in-mine sampling of the geological environment main factors [1-5, etc.]. There is no doubt that the authors' assertion ([6], p. 8) that "technological standards for quantitative production losses established for each extraction unit (EU) can and should be the basis for assessing the economic efficiency of the extraction completeness of minerals from subsoil". According to subsoil protection rules (Order of the Ministry of Natural Resources of the Russian Federation of March 28, 2012 No. 257), the extraction unit, which accounts for the state and movement of reserves, losses and impoverishment of minerals, is defined as the minimum section of the field having relatively homogeneous geological conditions. Its mining within the framework of the adopted design solutions is carried out by one mining system, a technological scheme of extraction (quarry, ledge, block, lava, chamber, accumulation, deposit, etc.). Within the EU, the reserves are determined with sufficient reliability and a reliable primary accounting for minerals and components extraction (mining) is possible. Due to the extreme variability in time and space of the conditions for large complex-structure deposit mining it would be not possible to justify and identify EU with homogeneous geological conditions for their mining in a certain period of time (year, quarter, and month) even within a single ledge or block.

It is also true [6] that, despite the transition from the planned economy to the market economy of the country in the 90s of the last century, so far they have retained their legitimacy, practical significance and widespread applicability "Standard methodological regulations ..." (SMR) [7]. It should be emphasized that the main SMR and other applicable industry normative documents provisions [8, etc.] do not exhaust the existing opportunities to reduce raw-materials losses in near-contact zones where the formation of the mining flow of large-scale complex-structure deposits is performed by aggregate of faces that different from each other at mining and geological and mine technical conditions of their treatment. Among such conditions: the angle of accumulation dip; ore, coal and wallrock hardness; the content of useful components in the ore or the ash content of coal wallrock; orientation of the near-contact zones on the direction of face movement; gradient of slope and the height of the developed ledge; width of the bench.

It is known that when face flows merge with each other, qualitative ratios averaging takes place in a united mining flow. Along with this, the functions of losses quantities interrelation with impoverishment quantities are also averaged. The nature of these functions is determined by the changing development conditions in faces of the near-contact zones containing mineral resources with the wall rock. This also has a direct effect on the quality of the total mining flow - the content of useful or harmful components. This circumstance makes it very difficult, and in most cases makes it impossible to single out and justify the EU characteristics, which according to the methodological principles of SMR does not allow economically and reasonably to standardize the level of qualitative and quantitative raw materials losses during the development of the near-contact zones.

3. Results and discussion

Face-by-face operational setting of losses and impoverishment of minerals conceptual principles for the conditions of gross development of complex-structure deposits in the formation of a common mining flow of economically justified and regulated quality (useful
and harmful component content) are described in [9]. They generally do not contradict to the basic SMR provisions and are aimed to minimize the total operational losses during development of several mine sections (faces). These principles of face-by-face setting are based on a mathematical interpretation of functions of losses quantities interrelation with impoverishment quantities, expressed in terms of the thickness of their layer referred to length unit of the technological surface formed during the development of the appropriate near-contact zone, and their relationship with the values of the bulk mining controlled technological parameters $h_i, h_f, \Delta h, Z, K_p, \Delta W$ (Fig.1). Values of these technological parameters allow to carry out geological survey control and extraction quality level control procedures in the mining process, taking into account the fulfillment of the following conditions:

$$P_o, A_o, a_o = \text{const}; \quad L_o \rightarrow \min,$$

$L_o$ - total losses of useful mineral resources during working out of extraction blocks (faces), %; $P_o$ - total impoverishment share, %; $A_o$ - harmful components content, %; $a_o$ - useful components content, %.

The optimization calculation method of the total losses minimum in the regulated quality of the mining flow $(P_o, A_o, a_o)$, formed by several extraction units, is based on the use of a well-known method for solving such problems based on the Lagrange optimization function formation.

For the above method, based on the initial data close to the real ones, modeling was performed. Calculations show that the difference of the total losses calculated by the SMR and the present method is very significant in all considered options of the cumulative development of extraction blocks with the regulated impoverishment of the $P_o$ mining flow formed by $N$ faces, with differing mining and geological conditions for their development. In absolute calculus, depending on the of $P_o$ value and the specific conditions of the faces, their difference varies from tenths of a percent to several percent (0.1-5%), in relative terms - from several percent to tens of percent (2-30%). Approximately the same ratios are very likely with the regulated quality of the total mining flow formed by $N$ faces - harmful $A_O$ content (ash content) and $a_o$ useful components.

![Fig. 1. Scheme for calculating the interrelation between qualitative and quantitative losses including technological parameters of bulk mining: A - inclined accumulation (deposits); B - steep fall accumulations (deposits)](https://doi.org/10.1051/e3sconf/20185604003)
Knowing the ratio of the losses and impoverishment total values, a variant of the minimum possible level of total losses of minerals is determined through the appropriate technical and economic calculations. In addition, it is also possible to optimize (in terms of completeness and quality of extraction) the values of technological parameters that included in the optimization functions: \( q \) – bottom-hole (face) productivity, \( m^3 / \text{unit. time} \); \( H \) - height of the mining ledge (bench), m; \( B \) - bench width of the face-to-face sloughing, m; \( \alpha \) is the slope angle of the mining ledge, deg.

In [10], the question of determining the optimal height of the mining ledge, taking into account the level of losses for the quarries of "ALROSA", PJSC diamond mining company, was considered. The task of optimizing the height of the mining ledge implies its influence on the damage from loss and impoverishment, with attribution of 1 ton of extracted ore mass. However, in this case, the fact of formation of a common mining flow from several faces and the interdependence of this with the achievement of the goal to minimize the losses of minerals, other things being equal, is not taken into account. The latter approval is also very typical for the requirements (recommendations) of the current regulatory documents on the setting of losses and impoverishment during mining of mineral raw materials.

4 Conclusions

At mining enterprises in modern conditions, in the planning of mining operations and in the management of production processes, during the process of operation digital 3D models of the developed objects are being widely used, constantly replenished and refined, which greatly facilitates and accelerates the very laborious planning and normalization process.

In addition to normalizing the values of losses and impoverishment of mineral resources in the development of near-contact (near-boundary) zones of deposits, from the point of view of management of losses in the quality of mineral raw materials during mining, an important problem is the process of planning the organization of mining operations, taking into account the inhomogeneity of the mineral raw materials harmful and useful components spacing. It is very typical for large complex-structure deposits [1-5, 11, etc.]. Mining and geological conditions high variability and the variability of the content of harmful and useful components of mineral raw materials from large-scale complex-structure deposits presupposes the need to develop for each of them a special system for integrated management of the quality of extracted raw materials. Moreover, in addition to achieving the goal of averaging quality (stabilization), it should be synchronized as much as possible with the process of setting, recording and economic evaluation of losses of solid mineral resources during their extraction. The use of the above-mentioned principles of normalizing operating losses and impoverishment in the aggregate of mining faces in the realization mode of differentiated fields in the field and dynamic operational conditions mode, that operatively take into account the specifics of the conditions for working out specific extraction units will be used in operating quarries and mines to improve the completeness of extracting stocks from the subsoil.
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